Capital Complex Wancho Oriah Festival Committee call on Governor
Youth Conventional Hall for Wancho Acrobatic Dance Group

The Capital Complex Wancho Oriah Festival Committee called on the Governor of Arunachal Pradesh JP Rajkhowa at Raj Bhavan on 8th April and submitted a Memorandum requesting financial assistance from State Government for construction of a Youth Convention Hall for Wancho Acrobatic Group at Panchau Circle Headquarter under Longding District. The festival Committee has also sough financial assistance for providing some musical instrument and gymnasium equipment from the government.

The Governor has expressed the need to support such proposal and desired the department of Youth Affairs would urgently look into the matter and provide necessary logistic supports, help and guidance.

The Governor asked the Secretary Sports and Youth Affairs to supply the musical instrument and listed equipment or to provide adequate financial assistance to acquire the same and take early necessary action for construction of a well-equipped training hall/ Youth Convention hall as requested by Wancho Acrobatic Dance Group.

In a brief interaction with the Governor, Chingkat Wangsa, the manager cum Choreographer has explained that his dance group has been performing voluntarily without any financial assistance from the state government and as such they are facing hardship to manage their club. He also explain that his Dance Group had performed at State and National level also which was appreciated.

Commissioner to Governor Shri Hage Khoda IAS and Secretary Sports and Youth Affairs Shri Dani Salu were also present in the meeting.
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